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THE periodical dinner of Old Shirburnians was held on
Thursday, January the 18th, at the Westminster Palace
Hotel, London, Mr. Lewis Morris, one of the oldest of

the "Old Shirburnians" present, occupying the chair. The
company numbered 80. On the removal of the cloth,

The CHAIRMAN proposed "The health of the Queen and
Royal Family." In doing so he said very few words were
needed to preface the toast in an assembly of Shirburnians.
(Cheers.) Of the Queen it was not necessary to say anything
except that she had reigned for nearly half a century, and that
during the whole of that time not a single voice had been
raised against her. The toast was slightly monotonous, but it
was a monotony appertaining to public and private virtue, to a
due and just regard for the liberty of the subject, and to a
reconciliation of the prerogatives of the Crown, with the priv
ileges of those who served under Her Majesty. There was
one particular in which he thought the reign of the Queen
might be distinguished from those of her more immediate pre
decessors. "\Vhat he meant was this-that somehow or other
it always happened that when a Queen was on the Throne
there was an immense fulness of literary power and of genius
always felt. It was so in the reign of Elizabeth and in that of
Anne, and he believed he might say it was so now in the reign
of Queen Victoria. (Cheers.) It need scarcely be said in that
assembly that the present reign had been distinguished by
immense progress in education. Not only had primary educa-
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tion been dealt with, but in a very short time there was every
reason to believe the benefits which were now showered by the
Government upon primary education would 00 extended to
secondary education. (Cheers.) With regard to the Prince
of Wales, there was no man in England more devoted to his
duties, whilst of the Princess he had nothing more to say except
that she had been for the last twenty years and still was to
them the ideal of feminine beauty, dignity, and grace. (Cheers.)
Of Prince Albert Victor he wished to say that for general
affability and quiet dignityitwouldbe impossible to excelhim or to
imagine anyone more fitting for the position he would one day
occupy. It might be somewhat interesting to Shirburnians,
boys and men, to know that the title under which the Prince
of Wales would some day reign would be one very dear to
them, for their school was founded by King Edward the Sixth,
and the Prince of Wales would be entitled King Edward the
Seventh. (Cheers.)

The toast was loyally responded to.
The CHAIRMAN, on rising to propose "Continued Prosperity

to Sherborne School," was received with loud cheers. He re
marked that there was laid upon him a very severe and difficult
duty, and if he performed it at all to his own liking or wishes he
should be agreeably disappointed. (Laughter.) Now, he could
not otherwise commence than by referring to the last dinner
which washeld therein 1880. and to the Chairman who then filled
the post which he now had the honour to hold. He was not
present himself, but on that occasion they had for their chair
man the Right Hon. Mountague Bernard. (Cheers.) There
was hardly anything which he could say about him which would
be too flattering. (Cheers.) He was, in every sense of the
word, a gentleman, a scholar. and a jurist. He was one who
was called to the counsels of his Sovereign, and one who had had
entrnsted to him one of the most difficult and most honourable
tasks which had ever been performed by any Englishman of
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their generation-that of composing the difference which had
unhappily arisen between this country and the other great
Anglo-Saxon country on the other side of the Atlantic-he
meant the question of the Alabama claims. (Cheers.) Though
England had to pay rather heavily over that matter, yet there
could be no doubt the decision arrived at had laid the founda
tion of a new departure-of a new proceeding altogether in
international matters. (Renewed cheers.) That decision had
resulted in a greatly improved tone of feeling between
England and America, and it would in future make it far easier
to appeal, not to war, but to arbitration, in disputes between
the Anglo-Saxon races, and eventually in the settlement of
disputes between all races all over the world. That, he thought,
was a noble duty for any man to have had to perform, and in
that duty it must be gratifying to them to recollect that an old
Sherborne boy bore a greatpart. (Cheers.) Since the last dinner,
as they knew, Sherborne had lost a very great and staunch
friend in Mr. Digby-(loud cheers)-who, there was no doubt,
had taken a more constant, sincere, and ready interest in
the affairs of the School than any previous member of
his family. The third name which he thought they ought to
commemorate was one which was very interesting to him,
because he well remembered, in the remote time in which
he was a boy himself in the School, that the name of
Dr. Highmore was perfectly familiar to him. He was a sincere
member of the governing body, and he had now left them.
There were two other names which they had lost, though only
for a time-the two distinguished brothers Forsyth. They
were, unhappily for him, absent that night, and consequently
neither of them could take the chair; and it therefore really
appeared to him in this particular respect they had retrograded.
As regarded his own position, of late years he had not been
very much mixed up in Sheruorne matters. As a matter of
fact that was not altogethdr his fault-(cheers)-but during the
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head-mastership of his dear friend the present principal of
Jesus College-Cloud cheers)-one whose name, he was glad
to find, met with the applause which he was quite sure it
deserved at the hands of Sherborne boys, he was not asked to
take any part in any proceedings ,connected with the school.
He thought that was due to this fact. One did not like to
quote the old phrase about a prophet not being a prophet in
his own country; he was not a prophet-(laughter)-but he
thought when a person had been used to correcting a boy's
exercises it was not generally his habit to suppose that boy
ever came to the adult mental stature of other people-(laugh
ter)-and so it was not until his friend Mr. Young succeeded
to the head-mastership that he was importuned to come and
show himself once more at Sherborne. This last year he
determined nothing should stand in the way of his accepting
the kind invitation he received to go down to Sherborne on
Commemoration day, and he went, it being exactly 31 years
from the time he left the school. A pleasanter or more delight
ful day he had not ex:perienced during the 31 years he had
been away. Now, the question which naturally occurred to one
atsucha timewas-"vVhat might a man expect to find on visiting
his school after 31 years?" Of course, he expected to find a good
deal that was new and a good deal that was old. When he got
down he found at first something which was decidedly new in
the shape of the railway-(cheers and laughter)-which
entered the town from a' quarter which he should have thought
was an impossible one. Then there was a new road and a
new hotel, and altogether the place was more or less "trans
mogrified." (Laughter.) vVhen he got to the school he found
himself quite at a loss. There was only one landmark to him
-the red-legged statue in the schOOlrOOIll. That was, as

5 nearly as possible, the same as it was in 18152. He found the

inside of the buildings even more transformed. What was
the schoolroom then was the dining-room now, and the
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lower school had become a kitchen. There were other
things new, too, which, however, did not look so. The stone of
Sherborne had a great faculty of assuming a false appearance of
age, and he found old walls and venerable Gothic windows
which he had no conception of as existing in his time.
(Laughter.) When he cross-examined :Mr. Young on the
matter he found the windows were only of 25 years' standing,
and had taken the place of the old buildings in which he
remembered he used to sleep. Then there was a great deal
that was indeed very old. The great square tower of the
:Minster, with the vane shining in the sun, just as he remem
bered seeing it shine, when, as a boy, he bent his way to the
cricket field or hurried back in time for roll-call; there were
the Honeycombe woods which in summer time were filled with
flowers-all these things were there still-in fact, there was a
mixture of the new and old. .And then there were the boys!
(Oheers.) He supposed they would naturally expect him to
say the boys were new. Not a bit of it. (Laughter.) The
boys were simply and precisely the oldest and most unchanged
association which he found in the whole place. (Cheers.) He
assured them he could pick out all the types, not only the sixth
form boys, with the shades ofthe importance of life just begin
ning to fall upon them, but the fifth who were going to
succeed them, and the fine, healthy boys of the fourth, whom
it would take all :Mr. Young's ingenuity to drag up to a higher
place than the fourth-(laughter)-and who were admirable
at cricket and swimming----:-and, by the bye, the new swimming
bath was one of the best things he saw at the school. (Cheers.)
These boys of the fourth, however, though they might not rise
higher in the school, were very likely to take high places in
the world as the merchants and traders of the future, and to
hold their own in the world with the most successful
Shirburnian scholars. This conjunction of the old and new,
it seemed to him, furnished a kind of epitome of human life
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and especially of our English life. Everything was new in
itself-it was a change, it was a reformation, it was a develop
ment, and yet it was all upon the old lines. There was no

break in continuity whatever. The schoolboy of the presentday
was substantially the schoolboy in Edward the Sixth's day. This
it was which gave to these old associations their great charm
and made men living all over the world look back with
feelings of great affection and sympathy to the early days of their
school life, because they knew though the school had changed
and the whole place had changed, yet it had changed only as
they themselves had changed-that everything was substantial
ly the same, and on returning there after years of absence
they felt perfectly well known in the old place, as if

they had returned home. (Cheers.) That feeling, it appeared

to him, was the influence which brought them together that
evening. There was hardly a face in the whole room that he
knew as having seen before, with the exception of some of the
seniors; yet they all experienced a feeling of community
and brotherhood in their meeting which could only be brought
about by belonging to a great and old institution like that
with which they were associated. (Cheers.) Whilst, however,
theseold associationswere charming and delightful, they rejQiced
to know the old institution was broadening its skirts and

growing and developing, and getting more useful from day to
day. He should leave Mr. Young, with whose name he
should couple the toast, to tell what the progress of the school
was, but he might say this in general terms-they had every
reason to be proud that the school had increased, at first

gradually and steadily, and of late by leaps and bounds.
(Cheers.) In every way there had been enormous improve
ment, not only in the way of building, but in the establishment
of a" preparatory departrr:.ent " for young boys, and in the

numbers of boys on the books for future years. If the school

went on increasing in this way there was very little doubt some-
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thing would have to be done to increase the accommodation, and
then those who where fortunate to be alive 20 or 30 years hence
would see the old school to which they owed so much, and for
which they had so great an affection, take its place in the first
rank of institutions of its kind. (Loud cheers.) He gave
them with the greatest cordiality and with all his heart the
toast of "Success to Sherborne SchooL" (Renewed cheers.)

The toast was drunk with enthusiasm.
The Rev. E M. YOUNG responded, and thanked the

company for the cordiality with which they had received the
toast. When four years ago, he said, he rose in that place and
and had the honour of responding to a similar toast, he was
somewhat in the position of a new boy diffidently feeling his
way amidst a host of new faces, and learning a variety of
new lessons with the conscientious pains which generally
characterised the work of a new boy up to the period of his
first monthly report. (Laughter.) That day he thought he
might fairly claim to pose in the character of an old Shirburnian
(Oheers.) He had seen two generations of boys out, as they
counted the generations of schoolboys, and he had welcomed
the advent to Sherborne of something like 500 boys. For
six years he had devoted whatever thought and energy he
possessed to the single service and the happy service of the
school, and he had brought himself by a natural process to the
faith, which, in a company like that and on an occasion like
that, it would be nothing short of infatuation to question-the
faith-(laughter)-that if they were to look for the ideal public
school they must seek it beneath the shade of their own dear
but dilapidated Abbey Tower. (Renewed laughter and cheers.)
After the flattering way in which the Ohairman had spoken
of the growth and present prosperity of the school the praises
of Sherborne could hardly be reckoned among" Songs Unsung."
It was well known that the tendency of old boys was to
become" laudatores temporis acti" but if it was to be looked
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for in any Old Shirburnian that he should project
himself gracefully from the past into the present, and back
again from the present into the past, that gymnastic feat might
be expected to be performed with more than ordinary grace by
the singer of the" Songs of Two Worlds" who had just shown
that the admiration of Young Sherborne for his genius was
equalled by his affection for the genius of the old place where
his young Muse pastured. Mr. Morris had kindly given him
a lead which he would venture for a few moments to follow out
because, on an occasion of that kind, while they were toasting
the school as a matter of course and of unreasoning faith, he
thought it was the bounden duty of those to whose hands the
present and future of the school were entrusted to supply
them with solid reasons for the faith that was in them, and
with firm grounds on which to base their expectation that, in
years to come, the school would continue to progress on the
'lines on which she was now moving, and be as worthy of her
old traditions. (Oheers.) Let him first say a word with
regard to the material increase. When, six years ago, he
accepted the reins of Government from the veteran hand of
him who preceded him (Dr. Harper)-a hand to which, whatever
greatness the school attained in the future-and in his opinion
it was destined to reach a point of far higher greatness than it
had yet attained -(cheers)-such greatness in large measure
must be attributed-there was placed in his hand a ground
plan of divers colours-brown, pink, and blue-the brown
representing those spaces already covered, the pink those
buildings which were already projected, and the blue spaces
appropriately representing those visions of the future which
were still in the skyey distance. Now he congratulated
himself that the ,linner was postponed from last January
until the present time, if only it enabled him with some pride

to state that the whole of that plan had been carried out
-not merely the solid intentions of Dr. Harper, but even the'
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blue spaces, his airy dreams. (Loud cheers.) So much for the
increase of the buildings. Then he thought he might say the
in ternal development of the school had been in proportion to
the enlargement of its beautiful shell. Their numbers during
the course of the last six years, if he included the prepara
tory school, had risen to close upon 330, and he was gratified
by the announcement he had received, just before leaving
Sherborne, that Mr. 'Vildman intended at once to begin
the building of a new boy's house. But what seemed to him to
be a more significant fact of the really increased popularity of
the school than any other was that they had entered upon the
books up to the present time over 80 boys for future years,
extending up to the year)889. This was a new feature in their
history. (Cheers.) They had instituted during the past four
years a "modern side" which was now a vigorous plant,
consisting of some 60 boys-proof in itself that the Governing
Body were marching with the times, and were ready to adapt
the old machinery to the later needs of the public. Many
important prizes, the Lister and the Plumptre Prizes, had
been added to the school during the same period, and their
"Commemoration Day" had become a "red letter" day in
the Dorset Calendar. He was glad to find old Shirburnians
had begun to discover that was the day upon which they were
bound to revisit their old school. He could not say that the
Sixth had won quite as many distinctions as usual during the
past year, but their list of honours during the last four years
would speak for itself. They had won eleven open Scholarships at
Oxford and Cambridge; Fourteen First Classes, three Univer
sity Scholarships, one Fellowship, and one University Prize
had fallen to their share. He wished he could say their victories
in the cricket field had been in proportion-(cheers)-but,
although he did not think they had spared any pains to bring
the standard of their cricket up to the standard of their foot
ball-(cheers)-somehow or other the genius had not yetarisen
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who was destined once more to fire the energies of young
'Sherborne in this direction. The fact was they wanted a new
" Game" to .revIve the spirit of the old. (Laughter.) He could
not nave given tnem this sketch of the present growth
and prosperity of the school had he not had, from first to last,
the loyal aid of as zealous a body of colleagues-(cheers)
and the unvarying support of as kindly a Governing Body as
it was ever the happiness of a Head Master to work with, and
under. They had had during this year sevenil serious losses
both from one body and from the other. Mr. Morris had
reminded them of one. Only last May they followed to the
grave the body of the dear old Squire of Sherborne Castle,
and, as they lined the churchyard up which the coffin was
borne, there was not one present who did not feel that in him
had died one of the truest friends Sherborne had ever had
(cheers)-a friend, let him say, who would always be associated
with Dr. Harper, as amongst the founders of the greatness of
Sherborne School (Cheers.) He hoped that when they all
came down to Commemoration next June they would be
pleased with the memorial they were endeavouring to raise to
the memory of Mr. Digby. It would be interesting to them
to know, perhaps, that the plan was to open up a grand view
of the Abbey by the removal of the old hall and by the
'erection in front of the south transept of a graceful Eleanor
cross which would connect tne name of Digby with the
historical memories of Sherborne. (Cheers.) Let him again,
in conclusion, once more thank them most heartily for the
cordiality with which they had received the toast of prosper
ity to the School, and let him express the hope-and he could
express no more congenial hope-that three years hence he
might stand again in that same place and respond to the same
toast in similar terms of congratulation. (Loud cheers.)

DR. FENN next proposed "The Governing Body." His
recollection of the governing body of the School was of the one
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which existed 30 years ago, and which was essentially of a.
local character. They did not occupy, perhaps, so high a
social status as the present body;, yet they were men whose
whole interest and heart were in the welfare of the School.
(Cheers.) He was not going to say a mistake had been made
in the appointment of the present governing body, but this he
would say-they could not excel the old body in the love and
respect entertained for them by the boys who attended the
School. (Cheers.)

The Rev. Canon W. H. LYON responded, and spoke from an.
experience of the governing body extending over 14 years, of
the readiness of that body to support the Headmaster in any
scheme for the benefit and advancement of the School. Still
he believed it was a step in the right direction when the new
scheme was brought into force and the area from which the

'governors were selected was considerably widened" for it was
of the highest value to the School to have on. the list of
governors such men as the Bishops of Exeter and Salisbury_
They had had other distinguished names on the list of govern.
ors, and the present Governor-General of Canada-the Marquis
of Lansdowne-for some years attended the meetings of the
governing body of the School. (Cheers.) He was quite sure
no other school could be mentioned where the governing body
were more anxious to support the Headmaster than was the
case in regard to their School. He trusted for many years to·
come they would be spared to work together in perfect
harmony with one, and one object only-namely, the.
advancement of the School. (Cheers.) Allusion had already
been made to the subject of losses which the school had su&
tained, but he woul fain allude to it himself. Since their last
pleasant gathering there they had lost a member of the
governing body who was, perhaps, one of the most efficient
from being a resident in the neighbourhood of the school, and
who was able to attend with great care and eminent success
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to the financial aft..irs. lIe referred to Mr. Littlehales.
(Cheers.) They had alsa lost the kind and genial Sir W.
Medlycott, and he must also be permitted to add a word of
tribute to the memory of the great and good Squire, Mr. Digby,
in whom they had lost an able helper in every good work and
an affectionate and kindly personal friend. He trusted
that all who sat on the governing body would do every
thing they possibly could towards the furtherance of that great
future of the school which had been pictured to them, and in
which he thoroughly believed himself. The old scho01 stood
under the same somewhat dilapidated tower, and perhaps he
might be permitted to say one word about that dear old tower.
Might they not decide at that gathering that the old shaky
tower should be again placed on a sure foundation, and might
not many of them be able to give something to help to restore
it to the position which it would hold? (Cheers and laughter.)
They were now unable to ring their old peal of bells, but he
hoped, befOTe many Commemorations were passed, those who
came to Sherborne would be welcomed by a joyous peal from
the renovated tower of Sherborne Abbey. (Cheers.) He
trusted he should be spared to meet them on many similar
occasions to this, and that they would be able to speak on all
occasions as favourably of the governing body as they had
done that evening. (Cheers.)

MR. N. T. LAWRENCE proposed" The health of Past Captains
of the School and Games," and, alluding to the past captains,
said that his difficulty was whom to select for reference;
There was Babington, the illustrious Civil Service left hand
bowler-Iaughter-and on his (Babington's) right hand sat
an equally illustrious right handed bowler. On his own
left was Mr. Price, one of the finest bats he had ever had
the honour of seeing play in England; in fact, he was one of
the finest drivers to the" off" he had ever known. (Laughter.)
He saw on Mr. Price's left an equally illustrious person-Mr.
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Perry a "cover point." (Renewed laughter.) He should not
like to pass over the names of the Messrs. Urossby. (Applause,)
He would couple with the toast of the past captains of the
games the name of Mr. Forman, a gentleman equally dis
tinguished in football and cricket; and then they had Mr. Finch
one of the most successful footballers and one of the most
artful dodgers he had ever seen. (Laughter.) Brilliant as
had been the victories prophesied for Sherborne, he ventured
to think they would never have more distinguished men
associated with Sherborne cricket than they had seen up to the
present time. (Cheers.)

MR. J. BEADON, Ex-Attorney General to the Mikado of
Japan, briefly responded for the past captains of the school.

The REV. A. F. E. FORMAN, in responding for the past
captains of games, expressed an opinion which was received
with cries of "no," that the annual game of cricket between
Clifton and Sherborne should be dropped, for it was, he said,
a perfect anomaly to suppose a schotll of 300 boys could
successfully compete against a school of 600 boys.

MR. W, C. PERRY next proposed "The Past and Present
Masters," and the toast was received with prolonged cheers.

MR. A. M. CURTEIS and MR. WOOD both responded, and the
latter gave" The health of the Chairman," which was warmly
honoured.

The company the~ separated.
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WINTER IN CANADA.

It was already dark when the good ship" Circassian" drew up to
her moorings one Monday towards the end of October last, in the
harbour of Quebec. But what a glorious view! True we could not
discern the outline of the citadel towering over 300ft. above the
great River St. Lawrence in which we lay; yet every window in the
garrison buildings, every street and road in the antique city, was aglow
with hundreds of lights, while nestling beneath the cliff the Lower.
Town glimmered softly. The whole was some mysterious fairyland,
a home of fireflies and glowworms.

To us it seemed a dream as we leaned o,er the ship's side after our
tossing on the Atlantic, where the only variation in our ten days
promenade on deck was caused by some torpid whale or tumbling
white porpoise, or in dirty weather by a rehearsal of old-world songs
and catches in the captain's cabin. The daylight sternly practical
and realistic-banished our phantom city of last night and revealed
a scene of massive grandeur. Well might the French mariners who
first approached the spot exclaim" quel bee I" (what a cliff) and so
give a name to the sentinel of the St. Lawrence. The noble river
toiling on its journey to the Atlantic shows little signs that it has
been tossed into clouds of spray at the Falls of Niagara, or lashed
by storms on the vast inland seas of fresh\vater'through which it
passes: here it flows deep and still, as though proud to carry its
fleets of Merchantmen and wearied by its course of 2000 miles from
Lake Superior to the Ocean.

But Quebec is not our resting place, and we take our .first ride in
American cars on the railway to Ottawa, the capital of the dominion
of Canada. This city has only grown into importance since 1867,
when its admirable situation and the jealousies of the older and
grander cities induced the Queen to fix her seat of Government
there; and the Houses of Parliament, which rear their towers and

pinnacles against the horizon, are a worthy Chamber of Assembly
for a country of 3,500,000 square miles. -
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Here we will spend the winter, and a Canadian winter means
snow lying on the ground from November to April. Yet how
delightful the bright frosty days are, how the dry sunny air invigor
ates an Englishman's limbs accustomed to alternate fogs and meltiug
snow-none but those who have felt it can ima,glue. The proper
dress for this weather comprises an overcoat made of blanket
material, sometimes retaining the yellowish hue and stripes so familiar
to everybody, but more usually dyed blue, red, or brown. This is
fastened round the waist with a woollen sash of scarlet or some such
colour; stockings to match and a "tuque "-or woollen cap
complete the get up, while instead of boots one wears mocassins of
soft light brown leather manufactured by Indians. In fact the whole
costume is copied exactly from that worn by the natives of the
North West. who know best how to keep out the cold.

Two other winter equipments have been adopted from the Indians,
which add to the enjoyment of the cold weather. Snow-shoes are
familiar, by name at least. to most people, but their home is among the
pine-forests of this country. As used here they consist of a pear
shaped frame of wood, some three or four feet long by twelve or
sixteen inches across; on this is stretchfld a stout netting of catgut
and the shoe is fastened to one's mocassins by straps of soft leather.
The pleasure of snowshoeing is not in rapid movement, as is some
times supposed, but in the sense of superiority to obstacles given by
an easy career over rocks and fences, when the surface of the fields
is levelledby several feet of snow. There are Clubs in every city which
ramble across country by torcWight, and experts in the art can
perform all manner of tumbling tricks and somersaults.

A still more enjoyable contrivance characteristic of North America
is the "toboggan "-a light wooden sleigh without runners, formed
of one or two thin planks laid togetherand curved over at one end.
The Indians use them to carry their worldly goods from place to
place, sometimes harnessing a team of dogs to pull them along; but
European Canadians treat them in a much more frivolous way. The
amusement known as "tobagganing" consists in sliding down great
steeps of snow on these little machines, which are from 6 to 7 feet
long by 18 to 24. inches wide. And grand sport it is. Defying in
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your blanket-coat the 30 or 40 degrees of frost you draw the toboggan

up to thatop of oneofthese slides, which are sometimes raised by wooden

structures 60 or 80 feet high. Then you embark; the lady sits in

front with her feet under the curved end, while you get on behind
and pass your legs on each side of her. W"hen an is ready, you

give a slight jerk and down you go at a terrific pace, steering away
now and then by touching the snow with either hand. After
shooting along for several hundred yaIds the toboggan gradually
stops and out you get, anxious for another descent. Of course there

is often a good spill half-way down, but dangerous accidents occur
very seldom, while the exciting rush through the air makes the
warm blood dance in every vein.

Then if one wishes for a change, there is always plenty of excellent

skating for weeks together close to one's door and never a wheeled

carriage or cart is seen when the snow lies thick. Sleighs are flitting
about everywhere with their heavy furs and jingling bells; even the

tramcars and grocers' vans put on runners and skim over the white

~~~ like the rest. The game of Curling, frequently played in
Scotland, is here warmly taken up and matches are now in full

swing. The science consists in pushing heavy weights of iron, from
501bs. to 601bs. along a flat surbce of ice, so that they shall stop
within certain rings, and in its main principles greatly resembles

Bowls.

These jottings will show that even with the thermometer at 28
degrees below Zero-as it was last Christmas-there is nowhere a

season more delightful in the way of out-door exercise than a Winter
in Canada. Come and try it.

A.J.G.
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.£
SONG OF THE MAIDEN OF THE LORLEI.

A

Mariner, mariner, sailing slow
On the dusky~ of the river flow, ~Co.-.i~

With storms above and rocks below,
:M"ariner, hear my call ;

Come where the river dales lie deep
Where the dark grl1en weeds and mosses sleep,

Come to my river bll; W!.
Come where the landscape is blue and fair
And a sound of music dwells in the air
And the beauty of heaven hangs everywhere,

In the depths of my river ball; It..o..CL
6l<.::lt-Wheift the Zephyr plays through the wandering trees

And the notes of even ring down the breeze,
And the stars peep out between,

And the crescent moon sails high above
Like a feather plucked from a dying dove,

In a flood of silver sheen.

Come to me, come to me,
Toil and eare of mortals flee,
Mariner, in this calm spot
Where the river weeds are dreaming
And the dusky water streaming
Tell me, would'st fix thy lot 1
Wandering supreme with me
Through the grottoes of the sea,
Where the pearly flakes of foam
Roof a gem-floored ocean home 1

Wotlld'st thou lie at ease on a mossy bed,
While the breezes fan thy throbbing head,

When never an angry wind blows loud,
But all is calm as a summer cloud :
When night never darkens the golden day,
And the spring tide bloom never wanders away,
Would'st thou learn what rests 'neath the deep blue sea t
Then Mariner, Mariner, come to me.

Y.E.S
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FOOTBALL.

SHERBORNE SCHOOL V. TllOJAN CLUB.

This match was played on the School ground on Saturday,

December thl\ 1st. The School won tr.e toss and the Trojans kicked
off. Perch failed to return the ball, and scrimmages commenced in
the centre of the ground; the School forwards gradually working

their way into the visitors' 25, when the ball was passed to Perch,
who succeeded after a sharp run in getting a try. The kick, a very
hard one, was attempted by 1.fayo, who all but succeeded in sending

the ball between the posts. Gray now showed well in the scrimmage
and the ball was again passed to Perch who obtained a try, in the

same way as before: but this was not converted into a goal, :Mayo

kicking rather to one side. Harper then made a run, but was very
well collared by the Trojan quarter. El1iot unfortunately, now
received a severe cut over the eye, and for a few moments the game
stopped; when it was resumed the Trojan forwards began to
push the School back to their 25. Half-time was now called.

1\Iongan kicked off, and soon Gray and J affrey became conspicuous

in the scrimmage, but unluckily Burnside severely sprained his anele,
and so had to retire. A sharp run was made by a Trojan, but he
was finely stopped by :Mayo. After this the Trojan forwards began

again to drive back the School, Hancock showing well in the loose
scrimmage. The game had almost reached the School goal line,

when a sudden rush, headed by Gray, carried the ball back again,
J affrey distinguishing himself in the loose scrimmage. Thereupon

Perch made a run, but was collared by H. E. Aldridge. Low then
dribbled the ball along the line and it eventually reached Harper's

hands; he passed it to Perch, who took the ball very near the
visitors' goal line, Gray and Aldous making the most strenuous efforts

tocarry it over. After this Harper was obliged to retire by an accident,
and Low took his place. The Trojan forwards then commenced

another successful rush, and managed to take the ball into the
8choo125. However, time was then called, so the game resulted in a
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victory for the School, by two tries to nothing. The Teams were
The School:-W. W. Elton,· tback,) H. H. W. Mayo and

C. Perc:h, (three-quarter-backs,) E. T. Hobbs and V. Harper, (half
backs,) H. J. J\fongan, (Capttlin,) H. A. Gray, H. C. Hancock, A.
G. Aldous, N. F. Hankey, N. P. Jaffrey, F. Vol. Jenkins, H. B. Low,
B. W. Burnside and C. E. B. Benedict, forwards.

The TroJan Olub :-H. E. Aldridge, (back,) S. Corksey and E. T.
·Westlake, (three-quarter-backs,) E. Andrews and H. J. Marshall,

(half-backs,) T. W, RendaIl, (Captain,)!'. M. RendaU, E. Kitson,
E. Stedham, E. Elliott, C. Candy, H. G. Aldridge, H. Chick, and
H. E. How, forwards.

SHERBORNE SCHOOL V. OLD SHIRBURNIANS.

This Match was playeJ on the School ground on Saturday, Dec.
the 15th, and resulted in a victory for the Old Boys by two tries to
nothing. H. H. House kicked off for the Old Fellows, and the game

began in the centre. The School at first seemed to gain ground, but

the superior weight of the forwards on the other side soon began to

tell, and the School were gradually driven back within their 25,

where a few scrimmages followed, at the end of which Dawson, by a
sharp run, obtained a try, which Luff, however, failed to convert
into a goal. After this the School rallied and drove their opponents
right back to the opposite end of the ground, but after some
obstinate scrimmages on the goal line, they were forced to retire,

and the game again returned tC' the centre of the ground, where it
remained till half-time was called. Mongan then kicked off for the
School, and almost immediately E. H. House carried the ball well
past half-way. Then a few scrimmages took place, after which
Luff took the ball near the goal line, where the game remained so~e

time. The School forwards now did good work, and the ball was by
degrees carried back to the centre, whence Jacob by an excellent
piece of dribbling succeeded in reaching the Old Fellows territory.
By the efforts of vYelsford and Rawlings, however, the home team

were again driven back to the middle of the ground, whence the ball

was further carried on by the good play of H. H. House. Step by
step the School retreated, until Rawlings by a good r~m obtained a

try, but the kick by Luff, though a good one, was not successful.
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Elton then dropped the ball out, but it was brought back by a good
run from Welsford to the centre of the ground, where the game for
some time remained. Some excellent dribbling on the part of Dyer and
H. H. House carried the ball near the School goal line, but the efforts
of Gray prevented any serious damage, and the visitors were again
compelled to give way. The game was still near the centre when
time was called. The Teams were :-

The School :-W. W. Elton, ~back,) H. H. W. Mayo and C. Perch,
(three-quarter-backs,) E. T. Hobbs and A. L. Jacob, (half backs,)
H. J. Mongan, (captain,) H. A. Gray, H. C. Hancock, A. G. Aldous,
N. F. Hankey, N. P. Jaffrey, H. B. Low, C. E. Benedict, E. J.
Stroud, J. M. Steele and B. Were, forwardfl.

Old Shirburni'1ns :-F. R. Lovibond, (back,) J. M. L1lff, C. W.
Dawson and E. H. House, (three quarter-backs,) F. Rawlings and H.
R. Welsford, (half backs,) H. H. House, (captain,) W. C. Penney
H. Y. Nutt, B. H. Comeford, H. Comerford, F. Benthall, H. P.
Tregarthen, J. Tucker, J. S. G. Grenfell, and C. :M. Dyer, forwards.

SHERBORNE SCHO OL V. THE TOWN.

This match was played on February 2nd, on the Town Ground.
Chick kicked off for the Town, and at first the game was confined to
the middle of the ground, where some obstinate scrimmages took place.
Soon, however, the game became more animated. A good run by
Perch carried the ball within the Town 25, but it was soon brought
back to the centre of the ground by Whitehead. Still the School
continued to gain ground, and by the efforts of Bryant and Perch the
Town were forced back to their goal line, and :Mayo, by a splendid
run, obtained a try, which he converted into a goal. After this the
Town played up well, and forced the School back withi.n their 25,
but were again repulsed, chiefly through the good play of Gray,
and shortly afterwards Mayo, by an excellent run, obtained a second
try; the kick by Elton, however, failed. The game was then brought
back to the middle of the ground, but notwithstanding the efforts of
Griffith, the School forced back their opponents and were making
steady way when half-time was called. .l\Iongan kicked off, and the

Town were soon compelled to retire, and in spite of a good run by
'Velsford, h3d shortly to touch down in self-defence. The School
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again proved too good, and after a few scrimmages the Town had once
more to touch down to save their goal. After this the Town COill

pletely broke up; a try was soon obtained by Jacob, which Perch,
however, did not convert into a goal Almost immediately after
wards J affrey carried the ball within a few yards of the line, when
he passed to Perch who got another try. The kick by lIongan,
though a good one, was not sllccessful. The same course of events
then occurred again. The Town were gradually driven back, and
Gray ran in, thus securing a fifth try. The kick by himself, how
ever, failed. The Town then made a last effort, and, chiefly through
the good play of Whitehead, had reached the middle of the ground,
when time was called. The School were thus left victors by one
goal andfour tries to nothing.

The School :-W. W. Elton, back; H. H. W. Mayo and C. Perch,
three quarter-backs ; A. L. Jacob lllld J. H. Eryant, half-backs
H. J. Mongan, captain; H. A. (iray, J. H. Stroud, N. F. Hankey,
N. P. Jaffrey, H B.Low, B. vr. Burnside, E. H. Stroud, J. M.
Steele and C. E. Anderton, forwards.

JUNIOR FOOTBALL CUP RULES.
We have the pleasure to announce that the S~hool has been

presented with a Junior Fifteen Challenge Cup. by the kindness of
Mr. Hodgson and Mr. Griffith. If we can judge by those matches
that have already been played, the result must prove most satisfactory.

The following Rules have been enacted.
I. That the first thirteen of every outhouse be fixed before the

commencement of the Matches.
N.B. The houses in the first case send in the names of their

proposed thirteens, but the committee finally settle all such thirteen"!.
n. That nl') llfember of such a thirteen can play under any

pretext whatever for a Junior Fifteen.
nI. That the Schoolhouse Fifteen be formed of bona fide

members of the Dayroom.
IV. That any points obscure or undecided in the above be

settled by the Game's Committee on application.
V. That such decision will be final.
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CHARACTERS OF THE X~

H. J. MONGAN.-Has captained the team with universal
satisfaction, and to his energy great part of the success is due.
An energetic and hard working forward, always on the ball, a
sure collar. Is leaving.

H. A. GRAY.-Best forward in the School, shows to great
advantage in dribbling and lining out, always on the ball, and
plays most energetically, a very hard sound game all through.

E. T. HOBBS.-A most energetic and plucky half-back,
passes well and plays a hard unselfish game. A very safe
collar. Has left.

H. H. W. MA.YO.-As three-quarter-back has done great
service to the Fifteen, repeatedly making runs and dropping
equally well with either foot, a good place kick and safe
collar. Is leaving.

V. HARpER.-As half-back has made marked improvement
this season, being quicker in picking up the ball, and showing
considerable dodging powers. Has left.

H. C. HANcocK.-Hard working forward, showing to equal
advantage in tight and loose scrimmages, a sure collar. Is
leaving.

C. PERcH.-Good three-quarter back, making great use of
his running powers, a good punt and safe collar. Is leaving.

A. G. ALDous.-A very useful forward, plays up ·well
throughout tbe game, and shows to best advantage in tight
scrimmage.

N. F. HANKEy.-A very heavy forward, hard working but
not brilliant. Is leaving.

N. P. JAFFREY.-A very active forward, most conspicuous
in lining out, shows to great advantage in loose scrimmages.
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F. W. JENKINs.-A very plucky forward and works hard, is
always on the ball. Is leaving. .

H. B. Low.-A useful and energetic forward, playing hard
and showing well in loose scrimmages.

B. W. BURNsIDE.-Hard working but not showy forward,
shows well in lining out. Is leaving.

C. E. BENEDIcT.-A pains-taking forward who has greatly
improved during the season.

W. W. ELToN.-:-As back to the fifteen, has often proved
useful from his great dropping powers, but is not quite quick
enough in picking up the ball. Is leaving.

CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Abbey-A Valentine.

o Abbey, almost deified,
So noble, venerable, tall ;

As here I stand against thy side
I feel most infinitely small :

And yet I have one thing to ask;
Think not thy majesty I'd mock

To beg one question is my task,
"What's happened to that Abbey Olock 7"

TIle moments lost our souls appalt
" The very time is out of joint;"

Its chimes no more at school-time call,
Its gilded hands no longer point:

At my audacity I shake,
o I let it not thy spirit shock;

Grant that sOme morning when we wake
We hear again that Abbey Clock I !

Who this is from you ne'er will guess,
Yours most obediently S.
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DEAR MR. EDITOR,

You ask me to contribute an Oxford letter to the pages
of your far-famed Magazine. At first I shrank from such an
attempt, being painfully conscious of my own unworthiness,
but,afterwards I reflected that such a task although requiring
the most consummate ability, the most far-reaching research,
yet by reason of its very great news might so inspire the most
dull and sluggish intellect, as to make it produce a letter not
altogether unworthy of the subject.

When I come to tell you of the doings of the old
Shirburnians at Oxford I am met by this slight obstacle
-that I have very little to tell you. I may,however, gratify you
by saying that on the river, Sherborne is as usual, worthily
represented. W. H. Harper, A. R. Biddle, and W. S. Sheldon,
are rowing in their College Torpid. For the meaning of the
word Torpid I would refer the young idea to the pages of
some old Shirburnian, or if these prove inaccessible, to the
knowledge of their elders. R. S. Ainslie has been rowing in
the varsity Boat. As I presurce the young idea is acquainted
with the meaning of the word Boat, I shall not give any
reference for it.

In Football, Sherborne is, of course, conspicuous, and many of
her sons may be seen any afternoon in the Parks, clad in that
costume so dear to the eyes of all Shirburnians, running and
collaring with an energy which is beyond either praise or
imitation. The O. O. S. Football Club, lately organised by some
patriotic souls, promises well as a bond of union between all
Old Shirburnians at Oxford. There is little general news. The
minds of most men are occupied in speculations as to whether
their respectivetorpids willgo up or down, and their speculations
pursue their authors through every occupation, and carry
doubts and fears to their very breakfasts. This dark circle of
Oxford life must, however, be concealed from the young mind
which is as yet free from boating cares,

Believe me,
Yours &c.

OXON.
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The Schoolroom Organ Fund.

51'7

Our readers will be glad to know that encouraging progress
has already been made with this fund. The subscriptions
amount to £243 2s. Od. j of the 120 cards applied for only
70 have as yet been returned, and these have yielded a
further sum of £72 8s. 4d., making a satisfactory total of
£315 10s. 4d.

The construction of the organ, which has been entrusted to
the well-known firm of Messrs. Bishop and Son, will be
proceeded with at once.

We would urge those of our readers who have not yet
helped in this work to do so with all their might, as the above
sum, excellent as it is, falls far short of the estimate for the
complete organ and will allow us only to erect, so to speak,
the foundation of it.

We appeal again most earnestly to old members of the
Musical Society, begging them to remember how much profit
and pleasure they derived from the school music.

We hope in a future number to give a full list of Subscri
bers and Collections.

DEAR MR. EDITOR,

I have taken pen in hand to bore you and myself
by a little grumble: which is, however, as so few grumbles
are, a very useful one. During the cricket season, when
the accounts of the matches appeared in your columns,
there was no mention made of the captain's individual play,
but it was merely stated he "was not out, 56 j" or to that
effect.

Now this leaves one naturally to conclude that he writes
the accounts himself, and refrains from modesty from" self
praise," this· seems, nevertheless, hard. Could not some
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looker-on, then, write the accounts, and so give an unbiassed
view of the whole?

No doubt some of the Sixth Form would not object to so
slight a labour as reporting a single match.

Yours faithfully,
B.C.

DEAR MR. EDITOR,

At the Old Shirburnian Dinner, in a speech that
showed that the interests of Sherborne Cricket were not for
gotten by him, Mr. Forman suggested various· improvements
to our Cricket Field, especially drainage and additional
levelling.

Undoubtedly the whole field ought to have been drained
long ago, and more ground should have been levelled, but
with arrears to make up, and a heavy rent to pay, the School
Games Fund has not yet been able to do much.

Thanks to Mr. Raven's energy, a sufficient Bum was obtained
two years ago to defray the expense of draining the First
Eleven ground, and at the beginning of the last holiday the
draining of the " Upper" and the levelling of the "Lower"
Football Groundswas commenced.

On hearing this, and knowing that the expense would fall
heavily upon the Club, Messrs. Forman and Phelps offered to
subscribe £5 each to the Games Fund, and suggested that
other Old Shirburnians would readily contribute if the oppor
tunity was afforded them. I have not, and do not intend to
send round a "begging letter," for I am sure that all Old
Shirburnians who have the interest of Sherborne Cricket at
heart will not be slow in answering this appeal.

I shall be glad to receive any subscriptions they may be
kind enough to send, and I have no doubt that you, Mr. Editor,
will allow me to publish a list of Subscribers in your next
number.

Yours very sincerely,
H. P. PRICE,

Hon. Sec. Sherborne School Games Fund.
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DEAR SIR,

Would it not be better if fellows wh~ take part in Cl the
sports" were to have each his separate colour so that visitors
when looking on their Cl Race books," would see who they are
by their colours attached to their names. This is done in
other public Schools, and I see no reason why it should not
be adopted here, hoping we shall see this at our next sports.

I am,
Yours&c;,

MITE.
DEAR SIR,

Would there be any objection to Our having light calicO'
bags, instead of the great heavy baize ones at present in use 1
.Also would it not be far preferable to suspend them by a strap
instead of the cords which do their best to cut one's head off.

Yours faithfully,
HARE.

MUSICAL SOCIETY.
The Seventh-fifth Concert was given by this Society on Friday,

November 2nd, when a programme of very varied contents was
submitted to our audience. The most important event of this
programme was decidedly No. I, Spohr's Sacred Cantata, "God
thou are Great," which was made up of three ClIourses, one Solo,
one Duetl by Stuart and Mr. Whitehead, and one Quartet

by Fiske, Stuart, Messrs. Whitehead and Hodgson. This
Cantata went particulary weIl, especially the Duett. and we were
very sorry when it came to an end. The accompainments
throughout were played by the Orchestra in extremely good style;
altogether, in its· own way. the Cantata was a distinct success.

The next event was the Overture to the "Caliph of Bagdad,"
which the Orchestra attacked with considerable vigour, but less
unanimity; however, long before the slow movement was
completed, the requisite agreement as to time was come to, and
and the quick movement, which foIlowed, ran its course gaily and
steadily enough to a triump?ant conclusion.
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Parker~

Bishop.

Handel.

Brepsant.
Garrett.

8. SONG

7. VIOLIN SOLO

6. SCENE

Then ensued a variety of selections, instrumental and vocal,
two Solos by Ainslie on the flute, a Trio for two Violins and Viola
by Hobbs, Eyers, and Mr. Regan, and a Violin Solo by Mr.
Regan are specially deserving of notice, so also was the rendering
of the" Blue bells of Scotland ," by the Choir with startling and
novel effects. We do not remember that we have publicly
expressed our admiration for the unlimited resource which Mr.
Parker possesses in this line; at one time he surprises us with a
mysterious echo from the roof, at another with wierd refrains
from the floor, so that unless we knew him to be a man of
unblemished integrity, we should suspect him of being a medz'um,
or whatever the name is, by which such uncanny folk as deal
with the spirit world, are called. We cannot but think he might
make something of the" Hole in the Wall" where the Organ
is soon, we hope, to be. The following was the Programme.
1. SACUED CANTATA, " God Thou art Great" ... ... Spohr.

a. Chorus," God Thou art Great."
b. Solo & Chorus, " Thou earth."

Stuart and the Choir.
c. Duett," Children pray his love to cherish."

Stuart and Mr. ·Whitehead.
d. Quartet, " Walk, ye hundred thousand."

Fiske, Stuart, ~1r, 'Vhitehead and Mr. Hodgson.
e. Chorus," God Thou art Great."

2. OVERTURE The Caliph of Bagdad, Boielrlieu.
3 FLUTE SOLOS {a. Schifferlied Hmtser.

. b. Sketch ..Oscar Wagner.
4. PART SONG ... " The 'Nood Minstrels" Mendelsshon.
5. TRIO in C for two Violins and Viola Beethoven.

Allegro, Adagio, Menuetto e Trio.
Hobbs, Eyers, and Mr. Regan.

" Stay prithee stay"
Stuart, Fiske, Sayers, Messrs. Whitehead

Hodgson, & Cleminshaw.
SonatainE

Mr. Regan.
"A Match"
Mr. Hodgson.

9. NATIONAL BALLAD, "The Blue Bells of Scotland J7

10. MARCH
11. CnoRusANDSOLI, "Good Night, Farewell"

Stuart, Everington, and the Choir.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN.
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Since the Concert two events have occurred under the auspices
of the Musical Society, which deserve to be chronicled; the
first was an open band practice which was well attended by the
School; without going too much into details, we must notice the
excellent way in which the brothers Cole played their Violin Duett;
and if a certain Violin Trio on the same occasion was not quite so
~ective from a Musical point of view, on the other hand its ""frG:n.o.
salient features were thoroughly appreciated by the audience,
and we live in the hope of the hearing the same three again soon.
The Band played "Dream Faces," with quite a touch of
sentiment, which was enhanced rather than marred by a slight
doubt on the part of some instrumentalists about the whereabout
of one or two of the "Cuts" for all these things add zest;
the second event to be mentioned was a musical treat for which
we are indebted, we believe, to the kindness of Mr, Regan;
we allude to the performance in the Big School, on Wednesday
Evening, the 28th of November, when we had the pleasure of
listening, not only to the Violin playing of Mr. Regan, but aslo
to the Clarinet playing of Mr. Lazarus, and the singing of Miss
Howes. The question which might occur to anyone who 7hears
Mr Lazarus play is this: "Where does that veteran get all his
wind fromt' His smoothness, fullness and excellence ofphrasing
were something to wonder at. We cannot help thinking, that if
in early life his genius had taken another vent, he would have
been a very formidable man in a paper chase. Now that we have
begun to practice the second part of the Elijzh, we seem to be

. within measurable distance of the Easter Concert, but between
that and the present hour, lies the Christmas Concert which we
have every reason to predict, will be one of great interest

On Monday Evening, December the 17th, the l\fusical Society
gave their Seventy-sixth Concert, which marked the close of last
term. The first piece, a Part Song entitled " Jack Frost" was
appropriate to the time of year, though not the weather as we were
then having it. This was well sung by the choir. It was followed
by part of one of Haydn's Symphonies; a performance on which
the band and their instructor deserve much congratulation. Aftel.'"
this was over, it was a pleasure once -more to hear the singing of l\1r.
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F. Connop, once so valued a member of our Musical Society; his'
performance was most sucessful. The next piece consisted of a few
scenes from Macbeth, read by the Headmaster, with Lock's MusiC'
intervening. Matthew Lock, the composer-as is believed-of this
music, was one with whom we may claim fellowship, since he was a
west-country man; he was born at Exeter more than two centuries
ago; and it is interesting to see what could be done, even then, by
a native of what is surely wrongly called" un-musical England."
This portion of the programme had been looked forward to with
much expectation, and we would offer our best thanks to the Head
master for giving us so interesting a variety on the usual tenor of
our programmes. The next piece was the farewell solo of Hobbs"
whose violin and voice we shall greatly miss. Stuart too, we fear,
was heard for the last time in this concert; and we must thank him
for all he has done for us, and for the many occasions on which he
has helped to maintain the reputation of our Sherborne Music. Mr.
W oolhouse's wonderful performance on the violoncello was listened
to with keenest interest: some of the effects he produced were most
extraordinary, and suggested the idea of long and devoted study of
the instrument. W1.at a lesson one may learn, as the Headmaster
observed in thanking the great clarionet player for his performance
last November, from seeing such an absolute mastery over any single
subject I Mr. Ainslie again gave us the treat of hearing him, later
on in the concert, and afterwards Mr. Rhoades' house choir sang the
Competition Glee; we congratulate them on their success. In con
clusion, we thank our able and unwearied musical teachers for all

,their trouble and patience, and hope they may be rewarded by all
possible success in the Easter Concert, the great effort of the year.

We append the full programme :-

I. PART SONG • •" Jack Frost ' Hatton•

2. The Movements from the Symphony in D minor. Haydn.

Adagio, Allegro. Andante. Menuetto e Tn"o.

3. SONG " Sunshine and Rain"

MR, F. Connop.

• • 'Blumenthal.
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4-. SCENES FROM MACBETH.

Read qy the Headmaster.
a.. Symphony.
b. Readzng, Act n., Scenes I. & n.
c. Soli and Chorus of Witches.
d. Reading, Act Ill., Scene IV.
e. Soli & Chorus of Witches.
/. Readzng, Act rv., Scene I.
g. Solo and Chorus.

5. VIOLIN SOLOS {a. Slumber Song
. b. Sketch

Hobbs.

6. PART SONG, "The Cruiskeen Lawn"

7 DUETTS {a. "Wanderer's Night Song"
• b. "I would that my love"

Fiske and Stuart.
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Schumann.
Schuloff.

Sir R. P. Stewart.

Rubenstein. ,J
Mendellsohn.-

Rossim:

Dunkler.

" Tarantella"
Mr. Donkin
" Carnovale "

8. VIOLONCELLO. SOLO," Drinking Song"
Mr. Woolhouse.

9. PART So~w, .• The Bells of St. Michael's Tower" (Knyvett)
Sir R. P. Stewart.

•• Schuberl.

11. CHORUS

12. Song

10. VIOLIN SOLO

Mr. Ainslie.

13. CHORUS OF OLD SHIRBURNIANS," Glor~ous Apollo" JVebbe.

14. THE COMPETITION GLEE, "Gentle Winds" •• Winter.

Sung by the successful House-choir (Mr. Rhoades'.)

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN.

Instructor of the Orchestra:
MR. REGAN.

Conductor:
LOUIS N. PARKER.
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SCHOOL NEWS.

We are very pleased to record that E. A. Nepean has been
elected to the First Scholarship at University College, Oxford, and
that W. E. K. Shore has obtained a Lucy Scholarship at Hertford
College, Oxford.

We are glad to see that H. H. House and W. H. Dixon have
gained First Classes in Moderations since our last edition.

I\.,,-,,-\~hxu...~ This term our mag-ksteriaLranks have been augmented by the
. acquisition of theRev. T. A. Chirol, late Scholar of <Exeter

College, Oxford.
At the last distribution of Prizes at the Royal Academy by Sir

F. Leighton, H. A. Oliver was awarded the Creswick Prize for
Landscape Painting, for a Picture of an Old English Inn

E. W. Chilcott has been playing, we are glad to see, in the
Cambridge Rugby Union Team.

The New Schools are now finished; and the Library has been
fitted with gas, which has long been greatly desired.

Extensive improvements are now being carried out in the Field,
the Upper Ground has been drained, and the whole of the Lower
Ground is being levelled, which will doubtless be fully appreciated
next term.

We understand that no Certificate Examination will be held this
year at the end of the Midsummer term, and that the Governors
have determined to appoint two Examiners, one Classical and the
other Mathematical. to examine the Sixth, instead.

We are glad to see that F. Connop has been gazetted to the
Yorkshire Regiment.

The Bishop of Exeter has been elected Chairman of the
Governors.

We are pleased to be able to state that the Shirburnian is now
entirely free from debt.

We acknowledge with thanks subscriptions from E. A. Upcott,
J. L. Phillips, S. H. Mitchell, E. T. Hobbs, A. N. Malan, J. C.
Blandy, A. Cattley, C. C. Tancock, C. L. P. Hole, and A. A.
Contanche.

We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the following
Magazines :-The Lt"{y, Carthusian, Marlbun"an (2). Durham
Univers/"ty Journal, Broadfield School Chronicle, Aldenhamian,
Cliftoman, Laxtoman, Reading School Magazine, Felsted/an, Leodi
ens/cm, Ulula, Wellt;lgbunim, Rossellian, and Radleian.


